
SOCCER SPECIFIC TRAINING EXERCISES: 

 (modified by Robin Detmer, MPT and based on FIFA 11+ :gold standard in injury 
prevention programs for soccer)


1. Jog slowly across field 2x paying attention to knee staying in line with toes. Don’t 
let knee buckle in. 


2. Grapevine sideways across field, leading with left leg one length and right back.


3. Jog forward several steps, stop and lift leg up and out to side, swing forward again 
and set down slowly with control. Jog forward a few steps and repeat with opposite 
leg lifting.  Keep hips level when you lift the leg, using core and gluts to stabilize. 
Continue across field and back like this.


4. With a partner (or solo), face forward and shuffle with sidesteps in a circle around 
your partner or imaginary oval. Shuffle in 4 circles in each direction with your knees 
facing forward, core belly muscles pulled in slightly and chest lifted.


5.  Plank position on your elbows for 30 sec to 1 min.  Keeping your belly pulled up 
toward your spine, facing ground with chin tucked and back of neck long, squeezing 
gluteals and breathing.   Repeat 3x.

                  (once this is easy, alternate lifting one leg while in plank position, keeping 	 	      
the long line of body and back flat, not swayed)


6. Side plank 30 sec x 3.    Keep shoulders and hips stacked one on top of the other, 
making long line with body from crown of head through toes. Breathe!

  	 	 (Once this is easy, raise and lower hips as you hold) 


7. With a partner holding your feet, you in kneeling position, knees hip distance apart 
and with arms across chest, long through spine. Lean forward keeping body straight, 



using hamstrings to control your motion slowly, when no longer able to hold, fall 
forward, catching yourself with your hands in a push up position.  Repeat 7-10x slowly 
to start, moving up to 20x faster as you get stronger. 


8. Single leg stance x30 sec not letting hip drop, trying to 
keep standing knee and ankle stable.  Hold a soccer ball in 
hands and pass between hands or around your body to 
challenge your balance. 


9. Single leg stance x30 sec while tossing a soccer ball to a 
partner. Keep belly button pulled in, pelvis level, knee 
pointed forward not collapsing inward. Repeat on other leg. 


10. Wall sit x2-3 minutes with knees in line over ankles, feet 
hip distance apart


11. Mini squat to knees 45 deg only, stand up straight and come up on toes into heel 
raise before lowering down slowly again and returning into a squat. 


12. Walking lunges x10 each leg.  Keep heart lifted, hips level, breath with the motion 
(in as lower, out as come up), make sure your knee stays right in line with toes all the 
way down and all the way up.




13. Jump from mini squat pos straight up and land softly on the balls of your feet. x30 
sec, 1-2 sets




14. Jump laterally from foot to foot, landing on toes softly, feet in wide stance. x30 sec


15. Plant and cut x1 min. Run 5 steps or so in one direction, decelerate and plant foot, 
change directions. Keep knee over toes, not collapsing inward as you plant and 
change directions. Use two lines of cones to run between or imaginary rows.


16. Heel drops off step to stretch calf   30 sec both feet together or 30 sec per leg



17. Seated hamstring 
stretch, spine straight, 
chest lifted, tailbone 
reaching back away from 
extended leg  30 sec per 
side




18. Standing quad stretch, hold onto foot, knee pointed toward floor (use strap if 
needed), NO PAIN.  30 sec each leg




19. Hip flexor/ TFL stretch in standing (high lunge position, stretching back leg, push 
pelvis forward, squeezing gluts to increase stretch at front of hip). Reach overhead to 
increase stretch in side and into TFL.   30 sec per side






